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SUMMARY

Cooling teds were conducted on a udibraied GR-16M
Pratt & Whdrwy Wmp, Jr. engine installed in a Vowghi
X04 U-S airplune. The test%werenude in theN.A. C.A.
jwL?-8ca.ietunmd at air speeh from 60 to 130 miles per
hour, at enginz speedsfrom 1,600 to ,4!,600r. p. m., and
at man~old pre8Wres from 19 to %3 inches oj mercury
absoltie. A Smith controlikble propelkr waa used to
faciMa#e obtaining th di~erti combindom of engine
speco?,power, and munifold pre88ure.

The results of the te8t8showed that an air speed@ 130
nn’.k per hour was nece88a~ for the sati#actory cooling
oj this engine, w in-d&din a Voughi X04 U–.9airplane
with air of standard sea-level o%rwi.tywhen operating at
fuli?throttle&an engine speed of I?,600r. p. m. Inmeas-
ing the brake horsepower 60 percmi resu.iledin a.n in-
crease oj 13 to fiO percent in the temperature di~erence
between the air and tha eaoling wnface When tlu air
speed wu incremed from 60 to 120 miih per hour, there
was a decrease in the temperature di~erewe between the
cooling air and the cooli~ surface of only 17 percent.
Z7M8ame percentage change in temperature di~erme
between the cooling aix and the cooling .surfaeew ob-
tained for a gwtm change in power when the man~old
pressure wa-svaried as when the engine speed w rarkd.
The effect of th8 attdude of the aiqh?ane on the ylinder
temperaiurtx w sm.d?; the tempeni.hw increased or
deereased81ighily,deptmdingon the location of the cylin-
der. The di@rence in cylindkr temperaiurw obtained
with %Wui.e and %Uade propellers was negl@ibkz %
had 10s8through the oil radidor wm ayud to from 3 to
6 perce-niof tb heat going into indicuted power, deped
ing on engine speed and mkture strength.

INTRODUC’ITON

Many investigations have been ccnducted on air-
ecoled engines, pmticuhwly engines of the single-row
radial type, for the purpose of studying the ecoling
obtained with diilerent types of cowlings. Although
most of these investigations have yielded a large
amount of valuable information, there still remain
important factors to be investigated.

Remarkable progress has been made in the ecoling
of air-cooled engines but cooling diffictities frequently
occur because aircraft engines me required to operate,
at least part of the time, under very severe conditions.
l?urthermore, reduction gea~, controllable propellem,
increased specific outputs, superchargers, and, in some

cases, low-drag codiugs have all intensified cooling
diflicl.llties

The preserit”investigation was undertaken at the
request of -the .Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depart-
ment, to determine the ccoling of a 2-row radial
engine under conditions closely simulating those in
flight, especirdly those of the full+hrottle climb. In
these tests the many factors influencing the cooling
wike varied over a range sufficiently large that their
effects could be established. In general, the cylinder
temperatures were measured at various engine speeds,
manifold pressures, speeds of cooling air, and fuel
consumption. Tests were also made with a 2-blade
and 3-blade propeller and with the airplane at difTerent
angles of attack.

The tw+ were conducted by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics during April and MrLy
1933.

DESCRIIWION OF EQUIPMENT

Engine.-The engine used for these tests is a 14-
ciylinder 2-row radial, designated a GR-1535 Pratt &
Whitney Wasp, Jr. The engine has an overall diam-
eter of 43% inches. It is rated at 700 horsepower at
2,500 r. p. m., h= a eempression ratio of 6.5, and is
equipped with a geared centrifugal superch~er that
operatea at eight times @e speed. This super-
charger will maintain a mtiold pressure of approxi-
mately 33 inches of mercury absolute at sea level when
the engine is operating at 2,600 r. p. m. The propeller
is driven though a 3:2 reduction gear. I?or the
greater part of the investigation the engine was
equipped with a 2-blade Smith ccmtrollable propeller
having a diameter of 10 feet; the remaining tests were
made with a 3-blade adjustable propeller having a
diameter of 10 feet 6 inches.

The rear-row cylindem on this engine have more
_ moud the exhaust ports than the cylinders
in the front row (fig. 1). Intercylinder baffles limit
the amount of ccoling & flowing past the cylinders.
These bailles, as shown in figure 2, fit closely tc tlm
cylindem and are supplemented by pieces that fit
closely to the fins at the top of the cylinder and extend
outward tc an N. A. C. A. cowling ring, forming a wall
blocking off the area between the cowling and the
engine. These baffles keep the air close tc “thecylinder
and guide it to the rear of the cylinder (reference 1).

In these tests the oil radiatcr was modified sc that
water instead of air was used for - the heat
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Front vfew. Cylinder4. Reartiew.

FIGUREl.—Com~tive fkmfng cmthe marmw (oylfnda 3) imd the front-row(oylfnder4) oylfndersandIIIMthelocationof tkmo+oupk%
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away from the oil. This change was necessary in
order to obtain suilicient cooling when operating at
high power output with low air speeds.

Airplane.-The engine was mounted in a Vought
X04U-2 airplane, a 2-place observation tIi@me of con-
ventional design with a maximum speed of 185 miles
per hour.

Full-scale tunnel.—All the tests except a few high-
speed flight tests were made in the Committee’s full-
scale tunnel (reference 2). This tunnel has a 30- by
60-foot jet and a maximum air speed of approximately
120 miles per hour. Figure 3 shows the airplane
mounted on the balance in the full-scale tunnel.

Instruments.-lion-constantan thermocouples con-
nected to two Brown recording pyrometers were used
for measuring the cylinder temperatures. The thermo-
couples were made from 0.01&inch diameter enameled
and silk-covered wire. The thermocouples were peened
to the cylinder heads and electrically spot-welded to
the steel barrels. The location of the 47 thermocouples
used is given in table I and figure 1. These thermo-
couples were located as shown in order to obtain the
difl’erence in temperature between front- and rear-row
cylinders, the mtium temperature on a front- and
a rem-row cylinder, and an indication of temperature
difference between several cylinders in each row.

TABLE I.—LOCATION OF THERMOCOUPLES

Thorrnwouple I On oyIfnder1 I %%%%%%%%’-

1-----------------

::::::::::::::::::
6-----------------
7----------.------
8-----------------
9-----------------

1o.----------------
13-----------------
14-----------------
15-----------------
1o-----------------
19-----------------
20-----------------
21-----------------
&:-:------------

-------------
24-----------------

1--------------- 3
2--------------- 3
5--------------- 3
6--------------- 3
7--------------- 3
8--------------- 3
9--------------- 3

1o--------------- 3
5--------------- 11
6--------------- 11
7--------------- 11
8--------------- 11
5--------------- 17
6--------------- 17
7--------------- 17
9--------------- 17

Front section of crankoase.
Blank, for synchronizing records.

I C ndorsw nmntwd to fommdnnmwftb the mstmmrg pmctfm. (9w tlg,
2 (b~?

* orlocationof tbmmmmplesonoyffndard3and4= fig. 1.

In addition to the cylinder-temperature measure-

ments the following temperature measurements were
obtained:

oilin.
oilout.
Carburetor air.
Air stream.
Cold junction of thermocouples.
Accessory compartment.
Oil radiator, water in.
Oil radiator, water out.

/

IIectrical-resistance thermometers were used for mea-
uring the first six temperatures and vapor-pressure
hermometers for those of the oil rftd.htor.
The engine speed w= measured with an electrical

~chometer and the manifold pressure with a mercury

—

— ,.

.“\

(a) Brifffwnssemblwlonnmm-rowcylfnder.

>1

(b) Plon Vfewof LWO@fnder beaks.
71GIJIU2—Arran@m3nt of intmcylfndwballimonPmtt & Whftiey QR-15is f!-mw

rodfal OnginO.

manometer. The wind-tunnel air speed was obtained
from a static-plate calibration of the tunnel for each
te9t condition. Fuel-consumption mwuwrements were
obtained with a calibrated displacemenbtype fuel
flow-meter. The water passing through the air pas-
sages of the oil radiator was measured with a cali-
brated water meter.

With the exception of tho static-plate manometer
and the water-in and water-out thermometers in the
oil radiator d instruments were located in the scale
room directly below the tiphue.
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METHOD OF TESTING

The effect on the cylinder temperatures of operating
at sevend engine speeds from 1,700 to 2,500 r. p. m.
was investigated for full-throttle conditions at air
speeds of 85, 102, and 119 miles per hour. Teds were
also mnde at several engine speeds from 1,500 to 2,500
r. p. m. with manifold pressures of approximately 29,
24, and 20 inches of mercury absolute and at an air
speed of 116 miles per hour. For each of these runs
the desired engine speed wss obtained at each’ air-
speed and manifold-pressure condition by varying the
pitch of the propeller.

Four full-throttle runs were made at an engine speed
of 2,500 r. p. m. and at an air speed of 120 miles per
hour to determine the variation in cylinder temperature
with mixture ratio by varying the rate of fuel flow.
The lowest rate was determined by the maximum
cylinder-head temperature, which was limited to 600°
F., and by the general operation and power output of
the eq$ne. The maximum rate was with the mixture
control set full rich.

The difference in cylinder temperatures obtained
with 2-blade and 3-blade propellers was determined
for full-throttle operation at engine speeds of 2,OOOand

Fmwu Z—The X04U-2 afrplnne moontd fn the folkde ttumef ready for M.

The eilect of engine speed on the cylinder tempera- 2,100 r. p. m. and at air speeds of 85 and 120 miles per
tures for a constant brake horsepower and a constant hour, respectively.
air speed of 119 miles per hour wss determined. The The effect of the attitude of the airplane on the cyl-
power was maintained constant by changing the prc- inder temperatures was determined for four diflerent
peller pitch and the manifold pressure. The manifold angles of attack (based on the thrust axis): –4°, 0°,
pressure required to give constant power when the 4° , and 8°. These tests were made at an air speed of
engine speed mm varied ma obtained from the calibra- 100 miles per hour, at an engine speed of 2,100 r. p. m,,
tion curves for the engine. Although engine manu- and at full-open throttle.
facturem have limited t~e temperature of @e rear spark The lubricating oil used in these tests conformed to
plug boss to 500° F. for satisfactory cooling, long the Navy spedkations for a 3120 oil. Gasoline con-
tie me, ~d r~abili~, highw tiperati= were forming to Army specifications Y-3557-G and having
tolerated in some runs in order to extend the range of an octane number of 87 wna used in most of the in-
the tests. vestigation. For the most severe conditions sufficient
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ethyl fluid was added to the gasoline to increase the Air speed.—l%e observed air speed was corrected to
octane number to 92. an air speed at 29.92 inches of mercury and 70° l?. from

21 23 25 27 29 31 33 .3?5
of Hg ;obsoluie

Ratmm4.-Calfbratfoncurve showfngbrakeand frfctfonhomermwerat variousm@nBm&J3sandmnnffoldruemnr=.

A few runs were also made at what might be called
‘(normal” operation with a fixed-pitch propeller. The
propeller pitch was set so that 2,500 r. p. m. could be
obtained at an air speed of approximately 120 miles
pm’ hour when operating at full-open throttle. With
this pitch setting, performance measurements were
obtained at full-open throttIe for air speeds of 80, 100,
and 120 miles per hour. A similar series of runs was
made with the propeller pitch set to give a full-throttle
engine speed of 2,160 r. p. m. at an air speed of 120
miles per hour. Test runs were then made with this
tired-pitch setting when operating at full-open throttle
at air speeds of 60, 80, 100, and 120 rides per hour.

COMPUTA~ONS

Engine power.—The engine was calibrated before
and after thwe coolirg tests by the Resesmh Division
ot the United Aircraft and Transportation Corporation
(reference 3). The calibration curves of friction and
brake horsepower for various speeds and manifold
pressuresare shown in figures 4 and 6. In the prepara-
tion of these curves the power developed was corrected
to a standard atmosphere (29.92 inches of mercury
pressure and 60° l?. temperature).

The power developed was obtained horn the cali-
bration ourvea for the observed manifold pressure and
engine speed. A correction was then applied to the
power obtained from the calibration curves for the
difference in carburetor-air temperature during the
calibration and during the test according to the relation

Observed b. hp.=b. hp. (at 60° l?.)
d

T.+460
TO+460

where
TO,observed air temperature at the carburetor.
T,, standard air temperature at the carburetor

(60° l?.).
Cylinder temperatures,-The pyrometer readings of

cylinder temperatures were corrected for instrument
calibration and cold-junction variation and were con-
verted to a standard cooling-air temperature of 70° F.

pressure and temperature measurements according to
the relation --

v Vm,=—
P*

where
VO,obsemed air speed.
V,j air speed at 29.92 inches of mercury pressure

and 70° F.
PO, observed density.
P,, standard density.
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Heat loss to the oil.-The heat loss to the oil was cal-
culated from the quantity and increase in temperature
of the water flowing through the oil cooler.

Fuel consumption.-The specific fuel consumption
was calculated from the fuel flow, observed horsepower,
and densi@- of the fuel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effeot of speoifb fuel consumption.-The curves in
figure 6 (a) for full throttle show that the leaning of a
very rich mixture so as to obtain a reduction in specitlc
fuel consumption of 0.10 pound per brake horsepower
per hour resulted in only a small increase in cylinder

mixture ratio of the charge delivered to each cylinder.
Temperature d.iilerences between cylinders are often
attributed to poor distribution or to nonuniform cooling
of the cylinders because of their location with respect
to other engine parts. These curves show that tempera-
ture differences between cylinders can be definitely
attributed to poor distribution only after a su.flicient
number of runs have been made to establish the curve
of cylinder temperature against spectic fuel consump-
tion The cylinders that are operating on a lean mix-
ture will show the greateat variation in temperature
with change in mixture stiength. On the basis of
these curves the variation in mixture strength for

temperatures; whereas the leaning of a lean mixture so
as to obtain the same reduction in specifi:,fuel consump-
tion resulted in a large increase in cyhnder tempera-
tures. The temperatures at diifercnt points on the
same cylinder varied consistently with the mixture
strength; those that are h&gh showed the greatest
variation. As a lean mixture burns slowly the cylinder
walls are exposed to burning gases during a large part
of the expansion stroke; with a rich mdmre some of the
heat is tied out through the exhaust by the excess
fueI.

A comparison of the curves of temperature varia-
tion with specfic fuel consumption for sevmal cyliudem
(fig. 6(b)) shows that the temperature of each cylinder
did not vary the same amount when the mixture
strength wns changed. The amount of this variation
depends upon how much difference there is in the

cMferent cylinders is estimated to be at least 10 per-
cent.

Effect of engine speed and air speed when operating
at full throttle.-The cylinder temperatures obtained
when operating full throttle at engine speeds between
1,800 and 2,600 r. p. m. and at average air speeds of
85, 102, and 119 miles per hour are shown in figure 7.
These temperature measurements from the 6 thermo-
couples on cylinder 4 and from the 6 on cylinder 3 are
only a part of the temperature data obtained; they
have been selected after comparison with other tem-
peratures observed as a fair representation of alI
engine temperatures. When the engine speed was
increased from 1,800 to 2,600 r. p. m., the brake horse-
power was increased 50 percent (fig. 5) and the indi-
cated horsepower 59 percent; whereas the diilerence
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in temperature between the cylinder and the air in-
crensed 16 to 24 percent (fig. 7).

It may be well to state that these results have been
substantiated in laboratory tests of a singkcylinder
air-cooled engine. The much more rapid increase of
the engine power than of the cylinder temperatures
indicates that considerably more power can be obtained
from an air-cooled cylinder with small improvements
in the finning. The speciiic fuel consumption and
the manifold pressures increased slightly in these
tests. The increase in specillc fuel consumption

installed in the X04U–2 airplane can be operated at a
full-throttle speed of 2,500 r. p. m. without exceeding
the safe cylinder-head operating temperature (500° F.),
provided that the speed of the airplane is 120 miles
per hour and that the mass flow is equal to that of
cooling air at 70° l?. and at stsndmd sea-level density.
Without a controllable propeller th~e high engine
speeds could not be obtained in climb unless the pro-
peller pitch were set so low that level flight at full-
open throttle would be impossible &thout excessive
engine speeds. Flight tests conducted elsewhere on
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cuused by increasing the engine speed from 1,800
to 2,000 r. p. m. resulted in a reduction in cylinder
temperature of approximately 10° F.; whereas the
incrmse in manifold pressure would result in an
increase in cylinder temperature of less than 5° F.

The results shown in &me 7 closely simulate those
obtainable in full-throttle climbs at l@her engine
speeds. At air speeds of S5 to 90 miles per hour, the
best climbing range for this airplane, the highest
cylinder-head temperatures at 2,500 r. p. m. were
more than 600° F., which is appreciably higher thsn
what would be considered pertiible for long life and
reliability. The results indicate that this engine as

130002—37—13

this airplane indicate that, when an adjustable propeller

having the best setting for high speeds is used, the
engine speed in climb will be so low that the safe
operating temperature is not exceeded at air speeds of

80 to 90 miles per hour.
Flight tests conducted at air speeds higher than

those obtainable in the tunnel showed that the cooling

was satisfactory for these conditions. In. full-throttle
climbs at high engine speeds, however, the cylinder
temperatures, like those in the tunnel, were high. No
attempt was made to reduce the temperatures obtained

in flight tc the same standard because the magnitude
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of the various corrections is not suflicientiy well estab-
lished to justify comparison.

Effect of engine speed when operating at varions
throttle settings.-The cylinder temperatures obtained
when operatiog at di.flerentthrottle settings at various
engine speeds and at approximately constant air speed
are shown in figure 8. These curves show that, re-
.-ess of the amount of throttling or of the manifold
presmre at which the engine operates, a certain per-
centage incrense in power due to increase in engine
speed will, for each condition, result in approximately
me same percentage increase in temperature. For
example, when operating at a manifold pressure of.

constant speed and varying manifold pressure and the
other with varying speed and constant manifold pres-
sure. The average temperature for thermocouples 2fI,
31, 33, 35, 37, and 39 on cylinder 3 were used in tho
preparation of these curves. It is interesting to nota
that increasing the brake horsepower by increasing
the speed results in a sightly greater rate of change
in temperature than is obtained by increasing the
manifold pressure. On an indicated-power basis the
temperatures for each of the two conditions of varying
the power fall on the same straight line. Wlt,hin
the range of these tests it is fipparent that nothing is
to be gained in reduced cylinder temperatures by in-.
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19.2 inches of mercury an increase in engine speed creasing either function of the power iu preference to
snflicient to cause a 50 percent increase in brake the other.
horsepower will result in an average increase in the lMect of engine speed when operating at approxi-
temperature difference between the cooling air and the mately oonstant power,—The results in figure 10 show
cylinder of 21 percent on the frontirmv cylinder and that the cylinder temperatures arenot influenced by the
of 17 percent on the rear row. At a manifold pressure engine speed or pitch setting provided that the power
of 28.44 inches of mercury absolute a 50 percent in- tind other conditions remain constant. In these tests
crease in power will remit in an average increase in the brake horsepower decreased from 530 to 603 and
cylinder temperature diilerence of 22 percent for the indicated horsepower increased from 570 to 000
cylinder 4 and an increase of 15 percent for cylinder 3. when the engge speed was increased from 2,000 to
The largest perwmtage increase in temperature differ- 2,600 r. p. m. It has been shown earlier that a 6 to 6
ence in each case is for the froni%ow cylinders, which percent variation in engine power would cause a change
have the least amourit of finning around the head. of approximately 2 percent in the cylinder tempera-

The curves in figure 9 show the relation between the tures. The slightly higher temperatures obtained at a
average cylinder temperatures and the brake and in- speed of 2,ooOr. p. m. were mostly due to a low speciiic
dicated horsepower for two conditions, one with fuel consumption, the specific fuel consumption being
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0.60f3 pound per brake horsepower per hour for this
run and more than 0.638 pound per brake horsepower
per hour for the other runs. The ~erence h spec~c
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fuel consumption would cause a variation in tempera-
ture of from 10° to 15° l?.

Effeot of ohanging air speed when propeller pitch is
oonstanto— The two sets of runs (fig. 11) in which the

Gighe spe@” ram.

FIOURE 10,—Efkt on cylfnder ti~turee of o~tfng at varkme engrnes@
when the fxmer rmd the afr speed em mmtent. In th- tests the brake horse-
power vorfed from EU3h ~ the SIWA90frrel oJrmmlptbn from O.ew te 0..s51 lb.

pm b,hp. whc.; thee.frepeed from llS.Ote 119.Sm. p. b.; and thernanfkdd prtssure
fmm 25.40to 33.44In. Hg, akedute.

propoller pitch was set to give full-throttle engine
speeds of 2,500 and 2,150 r. p. m. showed that when
tlm air speed was reduced the cylinder temperatures

increased to exceed the safe operating temperature at
the lower air speed.

Heat 10SSto lubricating oil,-ne c~e.g ~ fi~e 12
how the ratio between the heat loss to the oil and the
beat going into indicated power at different engine
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~peedswh.m operating at n constant engine power of
530 brake horsepower and when operating with the

-e power v-g from 498 to 692 brake horsepower.
[ncrcasing the speed when the power ivas held constmt
resulted in an increasing amount of heat being carried
mvny from the oil. The total quantity of heat carried

~GUEE 12-13faLkm totheOfl.

may with varying power may appeax to be less than
with constant power but such is not the mm, howe~er,
for the lower curve is based on a higher brake horse-
power.

When the mixture is leaned, the heat loss to the oil
ncreased from approximately 4 to 6 percent of the
zent going into indicated power because of the increase
n temperature of the cylinder WV@.
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The heat loss to the oil in these tests was higher thRD
would be obtained in regulax service because the cyl-
inder temperature in many runs exceeded the speciiled
service temperatures. Recat tesk on this engine by
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, gave a
heat loss to the oil equal to 1.72 percent of the heat

go@ tit-o useful work.
In the most severe of the9e tests excwsive oil-out

and accessorywompartment temperatures were ob-
tained. When the mixture was leaned, the accessory-
cempmtment temperatures reached a maximum of
220° F. and the oil-out, 2000 F. In dl other tests the
oil+ut and accessory+ompartment temperatures varied
between 150° and 190° l?. depend@ on power output
nnd air speed.

Effect of angle of attack .—Increasing the ;gle of
attack of the airplane (based on thrust axis) from
—4° to 8°, which includes-tie high-speed and climb~~
attitude at full throttle, caused the temperature of the
top cyhders in the front row to increase 15° to 20° F.
and the temperature of the bottom cylinders in the
front row to decrease the same amount. The other
cylinders did not show any consistent change with
angle of attnck. The change in temperature on the
rear-row cylindem was slightly less than on the front
row. :T,he resulti indicate that a reduction in tem-
perrdure can be obtained by setting the iins at a slight
angle with respect to the air stream.

Cylinder temperatures obtained with 2-blade and 3-
blade propellers.-These tests showed that at low air
speeds the use of 3-blade propellers resulted in lower
cylinder temperatures than that of 2-blade propellers.
At an air speed of approximately 120 miles per hour
the average temperature for all thermocouples on the
cylinders was practically the same with each propeller;
whereas at an airspeed of 80 miles per hour the average
temperature for all thermocouphx tia9 17° 1’. lower
when using a 3-blade propeller.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this investigation show that with a
C3R-1535 eq$.ne installed in a Vought X04U-2 air-
plane:

1. When operating at full-open throttle at an ensjne
speed of 2,500 r. p. m., an air speed of 120 miles per
hour must be maintained for satisfactory cooling (500°

F. cylinder-head temperature) with air at a pressure of
29.92 inches of mercury and a temperature of 70° E’.

2. Increasing the brake horsepower 50 percent
resulted in a 15 to 24 percent increase in the tempera-
ture difference between the cooling surface and the
cooling air.

3. The same percentage change in temperature dif-
ference between the cooling air and the cooling surface
was obtained for a given change in power when the
manifold pressure was varied as when the engine speed
was varied.

4. Increasing the air speed from 60 to 120 miles per
hour resulted in a decrease of 17 percent in the nverage
d.ifTerence in temperature between the cylinder and the
cooling air.

5. The heat loss to the oil under these particular test
conditions was equal to from 3 to 6 percent of the heat
going into indicated power depending on the engine
speed and fuel-air ratio.

6. The amount the temperature of different cylinders
changes when the mixture strength is varied was found
to be a good indication of mixture distribution in the
engine.

7. The effect of the attitude of the airplane on the
cylinder tempmatnres was small and s~~htly dependent
on location of the cylinder.

8. There was practically no diilerence in the cylinder
temperatures obtained with eit~er 2-blade or 3-blado
propellem at an air speed of 120 miles per hour; at an
air speed of 80 miles per hour the average cylinder
temperature for all the thermocouples was 17° l?, lower
with the 3-blade propeller.

LANGLEY MEAtORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADmORY CO~~I~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., December 4, 19$4.
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